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A Novel Shoulder Exoskeleton
Robot Using Parallel Actuation
and a Passive Slip Interface
This paper presents a five degrees-of-freedom (DoF) low inertia shoulder exoskeleton.
This device is comprised of two novel technologies. The first is 3DoF spherical parallel
manipulator (SPM), which was developed using a new method of parallel manipulator
design. This method involves mechanically coupling certain DoF of each independently
actuated linkage of the parallel manipulator in order to constrain the kinematics of the
entire system. The second is a 2DoF passive slip interface used to couple the user upper
arm to the SPM. This slip interface increases system mobility and prevents joint misalign-
ment caused by the translational motion of the user’s glenohumeral joint from introduc-
ing mechanical interference. An experiment to validate the kinematics of the SPM was
performed using motion capture. The results of this experiment validated the SPM’s for-
ward and inverse kinematic solutions through an Euler angle comparison of the actual
and command orientations. A computational slip model was created to quantify the pas-
sive slip interface response for different conditions of joint misalignment. In addition to
offering a low inertia solution for the rehabilitation or augmentation of the human
shoulder, this device demonstrates a new method of motion coupling, which can be used
to impose kinematic constraints on a wide variety of parallel architectures. Furthermore,
the presented device demonstrates a passive slip interface that can be used with either
parallel or serial robotic systems. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4035087]

1 Introduction

A parallel manipulator is a robotic mechanism that uses multi-
ple actuated parallel linkages to synergistically manipulate the
motion of its end effector. The architecture of these devices can
vary considerably, but usually consists of between two and six
rotational or linear actuators, which couple a mobile platform to a
stationary base. In comparison to the more common serial chain
manipulator, parallel manipulators typically offer better end-
effector performance in terms of precision, velocity, and torque
generation [1–3]. Parallel manipulators also tend to exhibit lower
effective inertia than serial chain manipulators [3,4]. Furthermore,
it is possible to design a parallel manipulator such that it does not
occupy its center of rotation. This unique combination of advan-
tages, inherent to parallel manipulation, suggests that this type of
robotic architecture would be suitable for exoskeleton limb
applications.

Parallel manipulators have been used for several exoskeleton
applications. Prior works include wearable wrist [5], ankle [6], and
shoulder [7] devices. All of these demonstrate different types of
parallel architecture. The RiceWrist [5] uses a three-RPS (revolu-
te–prismatic–spherical) manipulator with an additional serial revo-
lute joint to generate four degrees-of-freedom (DoF) that includes
the rotation of the forearm, wrist height, and 2DoF in rotation of
the end-effector platform. The Anklebot [6] uses a two-SPS-1S
(spherical–prismatic–spherical, spherical) manipulator that con-
sists of spherical joints and prismatic actuation in conjunction with
the biological joint to achieve spherical motion. The shoulder exo-
skeleton BONES [7] uses an RRPS (revolute–revolute–prismatic–
spherical) manipulator to decouple and control three rotational
DoF. Because all of these devices generate spherical motion
through parallel actuation, they can further be categorized as
spherical parallel manipulators (SPMs).

The prior works [5,6] focus on biological joints that can be
modeled as either having purely rotational or spherical motion.

Although this simplifying assumption is a good approximation for
these joints, it has demonstrated inaccuracy for more complex
joints like the shoulder. Rotational motion of the shoulder’s clavi-
cle and scapula results in translational motion of the glenohumeral
joint [8,9]. Therefore, the humerus of the upper arm actually has
both rotational and translational motion. This has been realized by
previous works [10–14] whom have all built serial actuated
shoulder exoskeletons to more accurately emulate the shoulder’s
motion by incorporating translational DoF into their designs.
However, the choice of using serial actuation has the inherent dis-
advantages of low stiffness, high inertia, and positioning errors
that are accumulated and amplified from base to end effector.

A solution for emulating the complex rotational and transla-
tional motion of the shoulder might be to use a parallel manipula-
tor with a higher degree of actuation. A possibility would be the
six linear actuator “hexapod” design known as the Gough–Stewart
(GS) platform [15]. This device has control over all 6DoF of its
platform and exhibits good stiffness characteristics, making it
ideal for high precision and high load applications. However, the
GS platform has limited workspace. This is due largely in part to
mechanical interference between the device’s many parallel link-
ages. Designing a GS platform with the same range of motion as
the shoulder would be difficult [16,17]. In addition, the argument
could be made that a fully actuated 6DoF system is an overly
complicated solution to address the relatively small degree of
translational motion of the shoulder.

An alternative to using a more complicated 4, 5, or 6DoF con-
trolled parallel manipulator is to use a 3DoF SPM with an inte-
grated passive slip interface. Allowing slip to occur between user
and device could be used to alleviate mechanical interference
associated with joint misalignment. This mechanical interference
could otherwise induce dangerous forces on the user and may also
introduce errors in the parallel manipulator kinematics as a result
of reaction forces applied by the user [18]. The use of passive slip
also simplifies the control scheme of the parallel manipulator,
since the degree of joint misalignment no longer needs to be quan-
tified and accounted for. Slip interfaces have been utilized in the
works [19–21], all of which have identified it as a viable means of
preventing mechanical interference.
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With the exception of BONES, incorporating slip into current
SPM designs would be difficult for a shoulder exoskeleton appli-
cation. The RRPS architecture used with BONES could be modi-
fied to include a slip mechanism. However, BONES uses four
linear actuators to control the 3DoF of the shoulder, whereas other
SPM architectures have shown that it is possible to achieve 3DoF
control with only three actuators [22]. The two-SPS design in Ref.
[6] uses the biological joint as part of the kinematic solution and
will not work with slip. One SPM possibility would be the three-
RRR (rotational–rotational–rotational) “Agile Eye” parallel
manipulator. This device uses three rotary actuators and curved
linkages to decouple and control the three rotational DoF [22,23].
However, the three-RRR’s architecture does not interface well
with the human shoulder, as its curved linkages pass through
the majority of the sphere in which it rotates about. This would
cause interference between the user and device. Another SPM
possibility would be the three-UPU (universal–prismatic–univer-
sal) “Spherical Wrist” parallel manipulator. This SPM consists of
three parallel linear actuators, which decouple and control the
three rotational DoF [22,24]. The use of only three linear actuators
introduces minimal mechanical interference and results in a large
workspace compared to other SPMs [25]. Additionally, the three-
UPU design is compact, which is advantageous for mobile appli-
cations. However, the three-UPU has been shown to exhibit poor
stiffness characteristics, which makes it impractical for real world
use [26].

In order to address this lack of compatibility with current SPMs
and the proposed method of slip, a novel parallel manipulator has
been developed. This parallel manipulator shares the SPS charac-
teristic of spherical platform mounting joints and the three-UPU
characteristic of universal base mounting joints, but uses a novel
method of coupling certain motions of each actuator independently
in order to produce a device with a single kinematic solution.

The rest of this paper presents this novel SPM design along
with the discussed slip mechanism for handling translational
motion of the shoulder. The sections are organized as follows:
Sec. 2 details the design of the SPM and slip mechanism. Section
3 details the results of an experiment to validate the kinematics
and workspace. Finally, Sec. 4 concludes the paper with a discus-
sion and summary of the contribution.

2 Methods

2.1 Design Overview. The developed SPM is presented in
Fig. 1. The device weighs 5.4 kg, excluding batteries and off-
board controller. It consists of three parallel linear actuators con-
nected to a shoulder piece coupled to the user. Each actuator has
3DoF. Two of the DoF are rotational (roll and pitch) and one is
translational (stroke). The roll of each actuator is defined to rotate
about the vector connecting the actuator’s base mounting point to
the center of rotation of the user’s shoulder. The roll is not directly
constrained, but rather set by the synergistic movements of all
three actuators. The pitch and length of each actuator are mechan-
ically coupled such that the workspace is a spherical surface cen-
tered about the user’s shoulder. Each actuator is connected to the
shoulder piece by a 3DoF tie-rod joint. The shoulder piece is con-
nected to the user’s arm by a 2DoF passive slip joint that allows
for 1DoF of rotational motion and 1DoF of translational motion.
The rotational DoF prevents undesired torques from being applied
to the user’s arm during the rolling action of the exoskeleton
shoulder. The translational DoF allows slip to occur between the
user and the device. The base mounts of each actuator are situated
in close proximity to the user’s back. However, placement of the
base mounts is flexible and only limited by physical constraints,
such as mechanical interference. Several viable alternative mount-
ing configurations are shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Actuator Motion Coupling. One of the primary features
of this SPM is that it uses the novel method of motion coupling to

produce a device with a single kinematic solution. This method
involves coupling certain DoF of each actuator independently in
order to constrain the multiple kinematic solutions of the non-
coupled system to a single solution for the coupled system. For
this SPM, the pitch angle h and length vector �L of each independ-
ent actuator are coupled such that all possible kinematic solutions
lie on a sphere centered about the user’s shoulder C. With refer-
ence to Fig. 3, the desired h is

h ¼ a tan 2ðLy; LxÞ (1)

where atan2 is a quadrant corrected arctangent function. In order
to achieve this required h angle, a linear slider mounted near the
actuator base B of the actuator is used. This slider controls the
position of armature vector �r along �L and is driven by the same
motor that drives �L, but with a different gearing ratio. Instead of

Fig. 1 The SPM design. Conceptual model illustrating inter-
face with user (top). Prototype (bottom).
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solving the nonlinear Eq. (1) for h, it is possible to solve for the
slider distance vector �l along �L, which is described by a similar
triangle relationship between B, C, and the mobile platform mount
P. This same relationship can also be expressed in scalar terms as

k�lk ¼ k
�Lkk�rk
k �Rk (2)

In practice, however, it was found that the similar triangle rela-
tionship between lrd and LRD is difficult to maintain. An offset
vector �o from B is necessary to avoid mechanical interference. As
shown in Fig. 4, the existence of �o also introduces an offset vector
�h between �r and �d . Solutions for �r ; �h, and �d can be found by fit-
ting an arc to three slider positions �p that correspond to three

arbitrary values of �L that exist on the desired spherical workspace.
The center of the arc represents the position �d þ �h and the arc
radius represents �r . To construct the arc, the vector components
ox, oy, Lx, and Ly must first be solved. This can be achieved by the
following system of vector and trigonometric equations with rela-
tion to the known terms k�ok; �D, and �R:

�o þ �L ¼ �D þ �R (3)

k�ok2 ¼ o2
x þ o2

y (4)

k�ok2 þ L2
x þ L2

y ¼ ðRx þ DxÞ2 þ ðRy þ DyÞ2 (5)

where Eq. (3) is the vector relation of �D and �R to �o and �L. The
trigonometric Eqs. (4) and (5) relate the known magnitude k�ok
and the right angle relation of �o and �L to the unknown vectors
components of �o and �L.

With the components of �L and �o known, it is possible to solve
for the slider distance vector �l along �L, which is necessary in order
to determine the slider position vector �p with respect to B. The
vector �l is a function of the collinear vector �L and the design
choices of slider offset lo from �o, gear ratio w, and retracted actua-
tor length Lo. With reference to Fig. 4, this relationship can be
described by

�l ¼ wð�L � Lo �uÞ þ lo �u (6)

where

�u ¼
�L

k�Lk (7)

The slider position �p expressed as a vector from �B is

�p ¼ �l þ �o (8)

Given three slider position vectors �p1; �p2, and �p3 which corre-
spond to three arbitrary actuator lengths �L1; �L2, and �L3, respec-
tively, which exist on the spherical workspace, it is now possible
to construct the arc and solve for �r ; �h, and �d .

One of the motion coupled position feedback actuators is shown
in Fig. 5. Each actuator has been configured such that the device
operates on a spherical surface at a radius of k �Rk ¼ 95:17 mm
from the center of rotation of the user’s shoulder. This radius was
determined through measurement of the shoulder center of rota-
tion to the outer surface of the lateral and posterior deltoids of
three adult male subjects. Given this radius, a computer model of
the design was created using the CAD package Solid Edge. This
model allows the required maximum stroke length of each actua-
tor to be solved given the chosen mounting point and desired

Fig. 2 Examples of alternative base mount configurations

Fig. 3 Actuator pitch and stroke coupling using similar trian-
gle relation

Fig. 4 Actuator pitch and stroke coupling with offsets r 0 and d 0

to avoid mechanical interference
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workspace. The mounting points of the top, middle, and bottom
actuator with respect to the global frame shown in Fig. 6 are
[�33, �10, 19] cm, [�28, �17, �20] cm, and [�10, �12, �24]
cm, respectively. Each actuator mount is fixed to an external scaf-
fold built from strut channel. The workspace of this shoulder exo-
skeleton was chosen to be one octant of a sphere. Given these
conditions and the industry available sizes, the maximum stroke
lengths were decided at 152.42 mm for the top and middle actua-
tor and 101.62 mm for the bottom actuator.

2.3 Inverse Kinematics. For the global frame defined in
Fig. 6, the inverse kinematic solution can be determined by first

defining the local frame vector �x 0 to be collinear to the user’s
desired arm direction. The direction of the user’s arm is defined
by the vector between the glenohumeral joint and the elbow. The
vector �x 0 can be further described by the spherical coordinate
inclination angle h and azimuth angle /, which are defined in Fig.
6. The initial orientation of the local vector �z0 can be expressed as
the cross products of �x 0 and the global vector �z. The local vector
�y 0 is the cross product of �z0 and �x 0. It is necessary to multiply this
initial set of orientation vectors, represented by R0 in column
form, by a rotation matrix Rx about �x 0 in order to keep the
shoulder within the workspace of the three linear actuators.
Hence, the new rotation matrix is

R00 ¼ R0Rx (9)

where

R0 ¼
x0x y0x z0x
x0y y0y z0y
x0z y0z z0z

2
4

3
5 (10)

Rx ¼
1 0 0

0 cos w �sin w
0 sin w cos w

2
4

3
5 (11)

The Euler angle w in Eq. (11) represents the angle of rotation
about �x 0. Finding w, which determines Rx, is done by first identi-
fying a set of key orientations that define the workspace. For this
device, approximately one octant of a sphere is a decidedly suffi-
cient workspace to demonstrate proof of concept. The chosen ori-
entation matrices at arm rest R00r (h¼�90 deg, / ¼ 90 deg, or
h¼�90 deg, / ¼ 0 deg), arm flexion R00f (h¼ 0 deg, / ¼ 90 deg),
and arm abduction R00a (h¼ 0 deg, / ¼ 0 deg) of the shoulder piece
for the three corners of the octant are shown in Fig. 6. For these
orientations, Eq. (9) becomes

R00r ¼
0 0 1

0 1 0

�1 0 0

2
4

3
5 ¼ 0 0 1

0 1 0

�1 0 0

2
4

3
5 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 (12)

or

R00r ¼
0 0 1

0 1 0

�1 0 0

2
4

3
5 ¼

0 1 0

0 0 �1

�1 0 0

2
4

3
5 1 0 0

0 0 1

0 �1 0

2
4

3
5 (13)

and

Fig. 5 Motion coupled actuator. Conceptual model (top) with
the following components: (A) motor, (B) custom gearbox, (C)
pitch/stroke encoder, (D) roll measurement potentiometer, (E)
wormscrew, (F) pitch/stroke coupling linkage, (G) pitch control
slider, (H) enclosed limit switches, (I) tie rod joint, and (J)
enclosed powerscrew and slider for linear actuation. Developed
prototype (bottom).

Fig. 6 Chosen exoskeleton shoulder orientation for given arm directions
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R00f ¼
0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0

2
4

3
5 ¼ 0 0 1

1 0 0

0 1 0

2
4

3
5 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 (14)

R00a ¼
1 0 0

0 0 �1

0 1 0

2
4

3
5 ¼ 1 0 0

0 0 �1

0 1 0

2
4

3
5 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 (15)

It is important to note that the orientation of R0 in Eqs. (12) and
(13) cannot be achieved, since �z0 ¼ �x 0 � �z. However, for the pur-
pose of solving for w, Rr can be assumed to reach this orientation.
In practice, only a solution infinitesimally close to this orientation
can be achieved. For Rx in Eqs. (12)–(15), w¼ 0 deg, �90 deg,
0 deg, and 0 deg, respectively. Given w and the corresponding h
and /, it is possible to derive a general relation using a multivari-
able sinusoidal fit which defines w for the entire workspace. The
function w of h and / is described by

w ¼ sin hð Þ p
2
� /

� �
(16)

With a known orientation R00 and a chosen radius of operation
R, a chain of transformation matrices can then be used to describe
the position of any point on the exoskeleton shoulder. For the
location of an arbitrary mounting point described by �P with
respect to the local exoskeleton shoulder frame at R from the cen-
ter of rotation, this transformation matrix T becomes

T ¼

x00x y00x z00x z00x R
x00y y00y z00y z00y R
x00z y00z z00z z00z R
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775

1 0 0 Px

0 1 0 Py

0 0 1 Pz

0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775 (17)

where x00x ; x00y ; x00z ; y00x ; y00y ; y00z ; z00x ; z00y , and z00z are the components of
R00. With the location of base mounting point �D known and the
platform mounts described by translational components of T
known, the length of each actuator Li is the Euclidean distance
between its respective mounting points

k �Lik ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðT14i

� Dxi
Þ2 þ ðT24i

� Dyi
Þ2 þ ðT34i

� Dzi
Þ2

q
(18)

2.4 Forward Kinematics. The forward kinematics of this
SPM is solved by using position feedback sensors. Each actuator is
equipped with an encoder (Karlsson Robotics E6C2), having a reso-
lution of 1024 pulses/rotation, to record the coupled pitch and stroke
length. The roll of each actuator is measured using a 10 kX potenti-
ometer (Bourns 3590 S). The endpoint of each actuator is found
from both angles and the stroke length. The position and orientation
of the platform is found from the three actuator endpoints.

2.5 Slip Mechanism. The slip mechanism, used in this
shoulder exoskeleton for preventing the adverse effects of joint
misalignment, consists of a passive cuff joint with one transla-
tional DoF and one rotational DoF. The internal cuff of this joint
has a compliant padded interior which is designed to stay in con-
tact with the user’s upper arm. The external cuff is connected to
the shoulder exoskeleton. When joint misalignment between the
center of rotation of the user’s glenohumeral joint and the center
of rotation of the shoulder exoskeleton occurs, the internal cuff
translates within the external cuff as shown in Fig. 7. In addition
to translational slip S, joint misalignment will affect the orthogo-
nal relationship between the cross section of the external/internal
cuff and the user’s arm. This cuff misalignment angle x is shown
in Fig. 7. The compliance of the internal cuff’s padding allows for
a degree of angular misalignment to occur without harm to the
user or device. The internal cuff used in this prototype permits

3 cm of diametral padding deformation. The maximum angular
misalignment is a function of this allowable deformation and of
the user’s arm diameter.

The joint misalignment vector �vmis can occur in any direction.
However, the maximum translational slip Smax will always occur
when user’s arm direction vector �vuser is collinear to �vmis, for
which k�Smaxk ¼ k�vmisk. This case of maximum slip is exemplified
in Fig. 7 for which horizontal joint misalignment has occurred and
the user arm is at a 90 deg abduction angle from the resting posi-
tion. The maximum cuff misalignment angle xmax is also shown
in Fig. 7 and occurs at the resting position when �vmis is orthogonal
to �vuser. Both �Smax and xmax have rotational symmetry about �vmis

and therefore any arbitrary plane about �vmis can be examined to
determine �Smax and xmax. With reference to Fig. 8, �Smax and xmax

are solved by first projecting the components of the �vmis into the
plane comprised of �vmis; �vuser?mis, and �vuserkmis. Using the collin-
ear relation between �vuser and �S and the vector relation between
�vuser; �vmis and the shoulder exoskeleton arm vector �vexo; �S can be
solved by the following system:

k�vexok2 ¼ ðvmisxy þ Sxy � vuserxyÞ2 þ ðvmisz þ Sz � vuserzÞ2 (19)

Fig. 7 Upper arm slip mechanism for joint misalignment

Fig. 8 Upper arm slip mechanism with joint misalignment in
3D space
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Sxy

Sz
¼ vuser xy

vuser z
(20)

Of the two possible solution sets, the correct set will match the
sign notation of the components of �vuser. With �S known, x
is expressed as the angle between �vuser and �vexo, where
�vexo ¼ �vmis þ �vuser � �S.

2.6 Control System. To operate the shoulder exoskeleton, a
keyboard control scheme running on an off-board personal com-
puter for high-level control was used. The user commands the h and
/ angles in 5 deg increments using the arrow keys within a MATLAB

interface. The MATLAB script solves the forward and inverse kinemat-
ics based on the user’s desired position and sends new position and
velocity commands via serial communication to a microcontroller
(Arduino Mega 2560). This microcontroller then relays the position
commands to a set of corresponding proportional-integral-derivative
motion controllers (Kangaroo 2� Motion Controller), which are
connected to a set of motor drivers (SyRen 10 A Regenerative Motor
Driver). Each motion controller was in a feedback loop with its
respective actuator’s encoder and limit switches. Once the desired
positions are met, a secondary feedback loop alerts MATLAB that the
motion controller is ready to execute the next set of commands.

2.7 Experimental Setup. To validate the kinematics, we con-
ducted a preliminary experiment using VICON motion capture.
Three IR markers were placed on the shoulder piece and tracked
by a set of four IR motion capture cameras (VICON Bonita B10)
throughout a grid trajectory that varied both h and / in 5 deg
increments. The ranges of h and / were determined experimen-
tally by moving the shoulder exoskeleton until either a limit
switch was triggered or mechanical interference was identified.
The conservative choices of 0 deg� h��85 deg and 0deg �
/ � 80deg were used for the experiment in order to ensure that a
limit would not be reached. Both h and / are functional to the
placement and maximum stroke length of each actuator. Adjusting
either of these parameters will affect the workspace. The marker
data were streamed to the real-time motion capture software
Tracker and used to reconstruct the local frame, which was com-
pared to the commanded orientation at each grid point. The com-
parison was done using z–x–z Euler angles.

To quantify the translation slip S and the cuff angular misalign-
ment x, a computational slip model was constructed with refer-
ence to Eqs. (19) and (20). The model uses the joint misalignment
vector �vmis, the user’s arm direction vector �vuser, and a zero cuff
position at 166 mm from the center of rotation as inputs. In this
model, the convention chosen is that h exists in quadrant III (�x,
�y) of the plane and that positive joint misalignment exists in
quadrant I (þx, þy).

3 Results

3.1 SPM Kinematics. The experiment conducted to validate
the SPM kinematics using motion capture yielded the following
results. The difference between the z–x–z Euler angles of the
actual and command orientation, with respect to the correspond-
ing h and / angles, is presented in Fig. 9. This figure indicates an
increasing error trend toward the bounds of the workspace. The
data collected shows mean Euler angle errors of amean¼ 1.01 deg,
bmean¼ 0.46 deg, and cmean¼ 1.87 deg. The variance of the Euler
angles were calculated to be 1.18 deg, 0.3 deg, and 3.46 deg for a,
b, and c, respectively. The maximum Euler angle errors were
recorded to be 2.15 deg, 1.42 deg, and 6.02 deg for a, b, and c,
respectively.

3.2 Slip Mechanism. The model results in Figs. 10 and 11
show Smax and xmax, respectively, across a complete 90 deg
degree variation of h. It can be observed from Fig. 10 that Smax

is minimized for planar joint misalignment when the joint

misalignment vector is in the opposing direction to �vuser at
h¼�45 deg. In Fig. 11, it can be observed that xmax is minimized
for planar joint misalignment when �vmis is collinear to �vuser at
h¼�45 deg. These models demonstrate that for the case study in
which 5 cm of misalignment has occurred, the maximum possible
slip and angular misalignment that the user could experience is
Smax¼ 5 cm and xmax¼ 17.16 deg.

4 Discussion

This paper presented a novel 5DoF shoulder exoskeleton using
parallel actuation and an integrated passive slip interface. By
using a parallel architecture, our system offers a low inertia solu-
tion to limb actuation, which is important with regard to energy

Fig. 9 Error between the actual and commanded shoulder
orientation expressed using the z–x–z Euler angles a, b, and c,
respectively

Fig. 10 Maximum translation slip Smax of the cuff for given
planar misalignment vmis
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cost and the performance of wearable devices. We also presented
the method of motion coupling that was used to develop this new
type of SPM with a single kinematic solution. This method could
be applied to other parallel or serial actuated architectures in order
to further constrain motion. Finally, this paper discusses how the
use of a slip interface can be used for negating the adverse effects
of joint misalignment and how it allows the presented SPM in par-
ticular to be used to emulate the complex motion of the human
shoulder. It is important to note that this idea of allowing mechan-
ical slip could be extended to include the rest of the arm as well.
For a full arm exoskeleton, a secondary slip mechanism would be
necessary after the elbow joint.

An experiment was performed to validate the kinematics of the
SPM using motion capture. This experiment showed mean Euler
angle errors of 1.01 deg, 0.46 deg, and 1.87 deg for a, b, and c,
respectively. Contribution of error includes compliance of 3D
printed materials used in the construction of the actuators, low
machining tolerances associated with in-house fabrication, and a
placement tolerance of 3 mm for the base mounting brackets.
Additionally, a computational model to simulate the maximum
translation slip S and the cuff misalignment angle x was created.
This model demonstrated the values of S and x expected for up to
5 cm of joint misalignment. It should be noted that 5 cm of joint
misalignment is likely an extreme case and is not expected during
regular operation.

Apart from being a novel device, this shoulder exoskeleton
could be utilized for either rehabilitation or augmentation. In its
current keyboard control setup, it could be used for forms of upper
limb rehabilitation that are sensitive to the effects of joint mis-
alignment. In regard to assistive applications, this device could be
mounted to an electric wheelchair to help those with upper limb
impairments. Another application would be to integrate proximity
sensors or piezoelectric foam into the arm cuff in order to allow
for a different control method targeted at augmentation for indus-
trial or military purposes.
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